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m/i\ach Brest zurück. Als ihre Brest-Terespol fordern sie ^läne, weiter nach WestAsyl in Polen, aber nur 16 suropa zu reisen, scheitern, werden eingelassen. intscheidet sie, zu ihrer Butter nach Dagestan zu 88 Chechen refugees (ravjehen. by train to Brest via Moscow. They demand asylun¥s. T. has spent six months at the border-crossing n Czerwony Bor. When Brest-Terespol, but only 1 (er application for asylum of them are permitted to es rejected, she returns to ter Poland. 3rest. As her plans to travel urther to Western Europe stil, she decides to go back o her mother who lives in lagestan.



Hilfsorganisationen und Initiativen für und von tschetschenischen Flüchtlingen NGOs and' Initiatives for and by Chechen Refugees



Deutsch-Kaukasische Gesellschaft (Kulturaustausch und persönliche Unterstützung), Berlin German-Caucasian Association (cultural exchange and personal support), Berlin



C Gesellschaft für russisch-tschetschenische Freundschaft, Nizhny Novgorod // Society for Russian-Chechen Friendship, Nizhny Novgorod



Memorial (Menschenrechtsorganisation), Moskau, Nazran // Memorial (human rights Organisation), Moscow, Nazran
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Marscha Doriyla, Hilfsverein für tschetschenische Flüchtlinge e.V., Berlin // Marscha Doriyla, support initiative for Chechen Refugees e. V., Berlin



Halina Niec Human Rights Association (kostenlose Rechtsberatung und Monitoring), Krakau Halina Niec Human Rights Association (free legal advice and monitoring), Cracow



F



Flüchtlingsrat Brandenburg, Potsdam Refugee Board Brandenburg, Potsdam



G Bürgerhilfe (Menschenrechtsorganisation und Beratung), Moskau // Citizen Support (human rights Organization and counselling), Moscow H



Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights (kostenlose Rechtsberatung, Monitoring), Warschau Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights (free legal advice, monitoring), Warsaw



Stiftung Ocalenie (Unterstützung für tschetschenische Flüchtlinge), Warschau Ocalenie Foundation (support for Chechen Refugees), Warsaw Refugee Association Poland, Warschau Refugee Association Poland, Warsaw Verfahrensberatung Diakonisches Werk, Eisenhüttenstadt // Diakonisches Werk, Counselling lor Asylum Seekers, Eisenhüttenstadt Mineralnye Vody Dagestan
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Nahe der Westgrenze Polens bestehen seit Mitte der 1990er in Arrestzentren und Abschiebegefängnissen zahlreiche Inhaftierungsmöglichkeiten für Abgeschobene aus Deutschland. Im inneren und östlichen Teil des Landes richten die Behörden seit Ende der 1990er offene Unterkünfte für die wachsenden Zahlen von Familien auf der Flucht ein. An der Oslgrenze sind neue Lager im Bau, in denen Unterkünfte, Haftanstalten und Behörden auf einem Areal zusammengefasst werden. Since the mid-1990s, numerous detention facilities for migrants deported from Germany have been set up dose to Poland's Western border. With a growing influx of refugee families towards the end ofthe 1990s, the authorities opened accommodation facilities in the central and eastern provinces. At the eastern borders, new camps are under construction, including accomodation facilities, detention centers and branch Offices ofthe authorities in one area. Zentrales geschlossenes Lager Lesznowola Central closed camp in Lesznowola 1 1



Abschiebehaftanslalten/Arrestzentren von Grenzschutz oder Polizei Detention centers by border guard or police
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Abschiebehaftanstalten/Arrestzentren (widersprüchliche Angaben) Detention centers (contradictory sources) Zentrales Aufnahmelager in Debak Central reception camp in Debak
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Offene Flüchtlingslager/Unterkünfte Open refugee campslaccomodations
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Offene Flüchtlingslager/Unterkünfte (widersprüchliche Angaben) Open refugee camps (contradictory sources)
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Geplante Lager neuen Typs Planned camps of a new type
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'. '• i Lagertypen und Lagerstandorte in Polen Quelle: UNHCR, eigene Recherche, Topografische Karte Polen 1:300.000 Refugee Camp Types and Camp Sites in Poland Source: UNHCR, our own investigation, Topographie Map Poland 1:300.000



Asylgewährung gemäß Genfer Konvention/Asytom granted according to Geneva Convention | Au j Dt,
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Abschiebung aus Deutsdiland/cfcportaf/on from Germany
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^ Unterbringung bis zu 8 Wochen Accomodation up to 8 weeks t



Zentrales Aufnahmelager Debak Lage: ehemaliges Militärareal, Entfernung nach Warschau 25km Quelle: Handskizzen und Fotos, Besichtigung von außen im Oktober 2004 Central Reception Camp Debak Site: former military area, distance to Warsaw 25km Source: Drawings and photos, survey from outside in October 2004
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Antrag bei Asylbehörde URIC, Warschau application at asylum authority URIC, Warsaw



e ohne gültige Papiere/errtry without valid pnpers



Geschlossenes Zentrum Lesznowola Lage: ehemaliges Militärareal, Entfernung nach Warschau 35km Quelle: Videoaufnahmen, Besichtigung von außen im November 1998 (FFM) Closed Center Lesznowola Site: former military area, distance to Warsaw 35km Source: Video footage, survey from outside in November 1998 (FFM)



Regelgeschoss Flootplan 1



Gemeinschaftsraum common room
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Küche kitchen
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Wohnung 22qm, eine Familie Hat 22 sqm, one family
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Wohnung 32 qm, zwei Familien flat 32 sqm, two tamilies
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Unterkünfte accomodation facilities Studentenwohnheim Student dormitory



Asylbewerberunterkunft 1 Biatystok Lage: ehemaliges Studentenwohnheim im Industriegebiet, Entfernung zum Stadtzentrum 5km Quelle: Handskizzen und Fotos, Besichtigung im Oktober 2004 Asylum Seekers' Accommodation 1 Biatystok Site; former student dormitory in an industrial area, distance to city center 5km Source: Drawings and photos, survey in October 2004
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Eingang entrance
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Kiosk kiosk
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Telefon public phone
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Gemeinschaftsraum common room
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Kantine kantine
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Küche kitchen
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Büro, Sozialdienst Office, social Service
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Gebetsraum prayer room



10 Lager storage
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Asylbewerberunterkunft 2 Biatystok Lage: ehemaliges Arbeiterwohnheim, Entfernung zum Zentrum 5km Quelle: Handskizzen und Fotos, Besichtigung im Oktober 2004 Asylum Seekers' Accommodation 2 Biatystok Site: former workers' dormitory, distance to city center 5km Source: Drawings and photos, survey in October 2004



Asylbewerberunterkunft Czerwony Bor Lage: ehemaliges Militärareal in der Nähe von Lomza, Entfernung zum nächsten Ort 20km Quelle: Handskizzen und Fotos, Besichtigung im Oktober 2004 Asylum Seekers' Accommodation Facilities Czerwony Bör Site: former military area near Lomia, distance to the next village 20km Source: Drawings and photos, survey in October 2004
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Unterkünfte für Familien accommodation facilities for families
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Sammelunterkünfte dormitory
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Eingang, Pförtner entrance, guard
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Parkplatz für Angestellte parking lot for employees
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Laden/Kiosk shop
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Cafe cafä
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Wohngebäude (Personal) residential building (statt)
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Gefängnis pnson
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ehemaliger Truppenübungsplatz former military training area



Regelgeschoss/f/oorp/an



• 10 Heimleitung, Büro administration, office 11 Wohnung, ca. 65 qm: 2 Familien flat, appr. 65 sqm: 2 families 12 Waschküche laundry 13 Kochgelegenheit cooking facilities 14 öffentliches Telefon public phone 15 Küche kitchen 1 6 Kantine dining room



Erdgeschoss/groundfloor



17 Schulraum, Unterricht zweimal wöchentlich dass room, lessons twice a week 18 Gemeinschaftsraum common room. 19 Aiztzimmer, dreimal wöchentlich besetzt medical Service, three times a week 20 Schlafräume für bis zu 8 Personen dormitory for up to 8 persons !1 Gebetsraum prayer room
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Dreierzelle (a) in der Sicherungszelle (b) i Abschiebehaftanstalt. Videoüberwachung und Hier werden „AusreiseMetallabsperrung, in der pflichlige", deren Asylantrag Inhaftierte mit im Fußboden abgelehnt oder gar nicht verankerten Fesseln ruhigerst angenommen wurde, gestellt werden können. vor der Abschiebung festFixation Cell (b) with Video gehallen. Auch wer illegal surveillance and metal die Grenze übertritt, kann barriers. Detainees can be hier bis zu vier Wochen fixated with shackles inhaftiert werden. attached to the floor. Cell for three persons (a) in the Deportation Prison. Besucherzimmer (d), in dem Abschiebehäftlinge für maxi^IJiose "obliged to depart" mal eine Stunde täglich ßecavse their asylum reBesuch empfangen dürfen. questwas not granted or Die Türen müssen dabei not evenXx>n$idered are offen bleiben. Vorgeschaltet \detained here-prior to desind Rezeption und ein ooftation. Refugee^who crdsfi thelorder illegafty3re Raum zur Durchsuchung der also impiisoned here for"uö^^ Besucherinnen (c), to fput wjieks. ~^\Visitors' Room (d). Here, äefiiinees may see visitofs' for ah -fipur a day atjripgt. Doors hälitfto rernarb open. At the recepttoiir'desk and .adjoirffog-room (dlvi^itors ~afe subjected to a search^
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Zimmer im Familienhaus. Dies dient als erste Unterkunft für Frauen und Familien im Asylverfahren. Hjer" werden auch „nicbt-haftfähige" Migranflnnen untergebracht; Sie abgeschoben werden sollen. Family Dorm. This servesr as the first accomptdiJation ^ ; for women and families •applyingJor asylum, Jn- tti§~ZsafrfQ. buildw^migrants 'whoSrelo be deportedbut may not be imprisoned are temporarily housed.



Freizeiträume, Kindergarten recreation rooms, kindergarten



Kantine dining room



Parkplatz parking lot
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Uberwachungskamera surveillance camera



Büro der Zentralen Ausländerbehörde des Landes Brandenburg Die Behörde verwaltetrrfc-hj nur die AsylbewerJ__runter ktinfte und Abgchiebehaft, sondern alle Angelegen heiten von Migränünrien j n ihrem ZuständigkeitsÖB.-. reich*{)er Sitz auf dem Gelände fecmöglicht eine enge Kooperation mit der Außenstelle des B>MF. Office room in the Cenpal Authority for Aliensöl the State Brandepifurg. This authority,not only manages -The refugee accommoda tions and detention faciiity, but is also in Charge of the affairs of all migrants living within its Jurisdiction. The locatiön facilitates dose Cooperation between the authorities



Parkplatz parking lot



Zimmerim Männerhaus Je zwei bis v drei Männer leben bis zu dr_i,Monate lang in diesen Zimmern während sie warten, ob, ihn Asylverfahren abgelehnt oder zur Bearbeitung ange nommen werden, Men's Dorm. Two or three men share rooms for up to three months, while they wa'it for their asylum appli cations to be processed or turned down



Zimmer im Familienhaus Dies dient als erste Unter kunft für Frauen und Fami lien im Asylverfahren. FJier werden auch „nicbt-haftfähige" Migranflnnen untergebracht; die abgeschoben yyerden sollen Family Dorm. This serves_ ^ as the first accommodation 5 ^ . for women and (amilies •applying-for asylum. Jn- tttf saftfe. bwkirr&mgrgnts' who-Sfe "to be deported but may not be imprisoned are temporari/y housed



portplatz ports field
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Erstanhörungsfaum 4n_der Außenstelle des BAM Etwa zehn Tage nach dem Asylantrag werden Flucht linge zur entscheidenden Erstanhörung in das BAMFGebäude geladen, meist ohne vorherige unabhängige Verfahrens- oderKeefits beratung.



ie, Kindergarten ooms, kindergarten Bekleidungscent clothing centre
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B.O.S.S. Sicherheits dienste und Service G m b H betreiben d i e . - ' Anlage im Auftrag'cler A u s ' länderbehgrde 77?e sefbdlyand Service %ompatiyJ3.0sS.S. runs the on a-commissi6nJyy
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Taschengeldausgabe oifice



Intervidwjiöom in the bränoff Office of the BAtifF rj (Federal Office fptVIigrationA and Refugees^ About ten f r days aftet filing the asylpm agplfcation, refugees" are called to the BAfvIFfor their decisive Interview, mostly withptif having receivedmäependent legaj-aäyjbe



authority,^ Telefon public phone
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Krankenstation medical point



ingang, Wache ntrance. guar Erstaufnahmeeinrichtung, Abschiebehaftanstalt, Z e n t r a l e Ausländerbehörde Brandenburg und Außenstelle des Bundesamts für Migration und Flüchtlinge, Eisenhüttenstadt Lage: ehemaliges Volkspolizeigelände am Stadtrand, Entfernung zum Stadtzentrum 1km, Entfernung zur polnischen Grenze 3km Quelle: Handskizzen, Fotos, Besichtigungen im Mai/Juni 2005, Luftbild 1:18.000
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Initial Reception Faciiity, Deportation Prison, Central Authority for Aliens Brandenburg and outpost of t h e Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, Eisenhüttenstadt Site: former police area d o s e to the city limits, distance to city center 1 km, distance to the Polish border 3km Source: Drawings, photos, Visits in May/June 2 0 0 5 , aerial photo 1:18,000



Migration Societies After the political upheavals of 1989, the breakup of the border regime was received with enthusiasm in Poland and its neighboring countries. The permeability of the borders to both east and west was considered desirable. In 1992, Lech Walesa responded to a German demand that Poland's eastern borders be sealed against migrants: "We will not stop these people [from Eastern Europe and Asia]; we are not in a position to do so. We will assemble an honor guard for them and send them to you."' Nothing came of this honor guard, but the first part of the sentence remained somewhat valid: the cordon against refugees and migrants that Western Europe imagined in the southern and eastern European countries, and sought to establish by supplying money and technology, proved to be quite porous at first. Migrations to Poland and the reception of refugees play scarcely any role in the public's perception. At the time of the last census, just under 800,000 registered Polish Citizens spent an extended period abroad, whereas only 22,000 people of other nationa l e s were registered in Poland for longer than a year.2 In Poland prior to 1989 - as throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and even today for the majority of Poles - migration primarily meant emigration from Poland, in search of work or asylum. Poles went abroad seeking protection from pogroms, to escape persecution by liberal and nationalist movements under Russian and Prussian rule, to flee German National Socialism, even to escape the Polish state during the confrontations between East and West and especially when martial law was imposed in the 1980s. The experiences of Polish society with immigration were marginal and under State socialism were limited to socialist contract workers, especially from Vietnam, and to communist contingent refugees, especially from Greece and Chile. After the borders were opened, the asylum applications in Poland in the 1990s came primarily from refugees in transit to Western Europe and from re-admitted refugees from Germany - at first just a few hundred but eventually thousands annually. They were mostly southern European Roma, refugees from a disintegrating Yugoslavia, and from Armenia, Afghanistan, and south Asia. More than half of them traveled on to the West before the asylum process was completed - 16,000 of them between 1992 and 2004, according to the estimates of the Polish Ministry of the Inferior.
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The EU Although the number of refugees was so small, in public discourse migration has been increasingly demonized and criminalized. Here Poland has moved closer to the German and European perspectives. At first, the trans-national migration from the East was indiscriminately lumped together with the Russian "Mafia." That was the subtext to legitimize numerous German-Polish cooperative measures aimed at migrants and refugees Coming from Eastern Europe and Asia and at so-called organized crime. During the 1990s, Poland's security policies consistently painted a picture of both a threat from mass poverty migrating from the former Soviet Union and allegedly overpowering criminal cartels from the East. At the same time, however, migration began to play a stronger economic role in Polish society as a whole. For the structurally weak eastern parts of Poland in particular, traders (often working informally) and Job seekers from Belarus and Ukraine became an important and welcome factor in the economy. Poland did introduce a visa requirement for its eastern neighbors in 2002, to fulfill the requirements for joining the EU; however, the Polish authorities have tried to keep their relationship with these countries as free of tension as possible. Visas are granted inexpensively and without fuss to Poland's imme-



In the 1990s new migration in order to on Europe' The Schenge monization tended to the flow of enforcing ly from the ture of the results in particularly guishes the European (above all "smaller circles planned. One important the "thtrd ment in 1 asylum. ing states Refugees
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diate neighbors. At the same time, the granting of visas and right of entry to Citizens of the Caucasian, central Asian, and Asiatic states has become increasingly restrictive. The bogeymen of the 1990s seem to have been replaced by the new international threat: global terrorism. 3 For some time Poland has had well-established Vietnamese, Chinese, and Armenian communities, only a small percentage of whose members have residence permits. The same is true of Roma and the smaller groups of Kurds and Arabs. An amnesty plan as part of the 2003 alien laws failed: the authorities had expected 50,000 applications but received only 3,508, the majority of which came from Armenians and Vietnamese.4 Evidently, registration promised no appreciable advantages over undocumented residence in Poland within established economic and social networks outside bureaucratic control. For several years now, Chechens have made up by far the largest group of refugees in Poland (2004: 7,182 of 8,058 asylum applicants).5 As Citizens ofthe Russian Federation, they can, as a rule, travel by train to the Polish-Belarusian border, even if inspections and harassment by Russian and Belarusian military officers make it an unsafe and very expensive journey. Nevertheless, the percentage of asylum applications granted in accordance with the Geneva Convention on Refugees is very low for refugees from Chechnya.6 The overwhelming majority receive only the Status of "tolerated," with little legal security and minimal State support. Some are deported to Belarus or the Russian Federation. For the Chechens tolerated in Poland, it is extremely difficult to earn a living or find an affordable apartment. As a result of registration in the Polish asylum system, which since May 2004 has been linked to the Europe-wide database, there is no longer any possibility of applying for asylum in another EU country. The alternative would be to travel clandestinely, temporarily dive into the undocumented mtgrant society and prepare for further flight. This is particularly difficult for families, and hence they are dependent on the Polish asylum administration. It is assumed that three-quarters of all Chechen asylum applicants have made their way to the Czech Republic or to Western Europe, in view of the lack of prospects associated with remaining in Poland.7 Others, unable either to make a living or travel further, return to the Russian Federation, even though their safety and lives are at risk there.



The EU Migration Regime In the 1990s, the western European states passed new migration laws and negotiated bilateral treaties in order to create a "cordon sanitaire": a buffer zone on Europe's borders, which Poland joined early on. The Schengen Agreement and the Europe-wide harmonization of refugee and migration policies were intended to expand the area of inspections and stem the flow of unwanted migration. The responsibility for enforcing these policies is to be transferred gradually from the individual nation-states to the state structure of the European Union. In geographica! terms, it results in a "Europe of concentric circles" that is particularly evident in migration policies. One distinguishes between the "inner circle" (member states of the European Union), the "circle of d o s e associates" (above all states looking to join the Union), and "smaller circles," with which stronger Cooperation is planned. One important element of this new border regime is the "third state rule" introduced by the Bonn govemment in 1993, which drastically restricted the right to asylum. Poland and all of Germany's other neighboring states were declared so-called "safe third states." Refugees who enter through one of these states



Migrants The 45,000 to 55,000 people Coming from other countries annually, who are now picked up at the Oder-Neisse line or deported or rather "re-admitted" from Germany to Poland, have become a source of underpaid, irregulär labor for the Polish labor market since 1992/93, and its significance has scarcely been examined at all. [...] In the meantime, illegal migrants have been fulfilling a function for the Polish labor market much like Polish contract and seasonal workers do for the German market They probably number around 100,000, and the majority of them are Shuttle migrants from Poland's eastern neighbors. They work in construction, agriculture, and in small companies, and sometimes as small traders or middlemen. Women work as domestic help or as cleaners; migrants from China and Vietnam often work in the small businesses or restaurants of their compatriots. Forschungsgesellschaft Flucht und Migration, Polen: Vor der Festung Europa, (FFM-Heft 1) 1995, 4,11



A Request for Help by Chechen Refugees in a Poiish Camp To the leader of XXXX, the member of the State Duma XXX XXX Linin Center, January 9, 2005 We urgently request your attention and Support, in view of the difficulties that face us during our stay on the territory of the Polish Republic We are refugees from Chechnya. [...] We would never have agreed to leave our homeland voluntarily if we had not had to fight for our lives, safety, personal freedom, and every piece of bread. Forced to leave our homeland, we seek and request asylum in Europe. Nevertheless, since Unding ourselves on Polish territory, we are deeply worried and afraid because we have ended up in a closed faciiity with poor accommodations, from which the only escape is to return to Russia. [...1 In the Polish centers for refugees (closed camps) we are isolated from the surrounding world. We hoped not just to save our bare lives here but also to find some meaning in them - namely, the possibility for our children to learn and experience a little bit of childhood, for us to regain our health, and finally to find a little reassurance about our future and the future of our children. [...] Our children cannot learn here, because there is no organized school program for refugee children. The few who are able to attend school are held back because their teachers show no consideration for the fact that they cannot speak Polish. There are no preschools or kindergartens at all where the younger children could learn the language. [...] We have tried several times to speak to the administration about these Problems. But no attention is paid to our problems at all. We have explained many times that we cannot cope physically with the monotonous food, because three times a day (for breakfast lunch, and dinner) the canteen distributes only potatoes. But our requests to give us dairy products or the money to pay for them were not granted. [...] In the overfilled refugee camps, two to three families have to share a 6 x 6 meter space. The camp is suffering from a flu infection that makes children and adults sick for three to four weeks, and in these dose quarters they are constantly infecting one another. [...] Both adults and children have Symptoms of anemia, Vitamin deficiency, and general physical exhaustion. Refugees who somehow have some cash on them or who attempt to travel to another country are refused payment of the pocket money of 70 zioty (20 dollars) a month, which doesnt suffice for anything anyway. With these 70 ztoty we are not even able to purchase the things we need for hygiene, which are no longer provided to us, and we are all trying to get by somehow. Many owe debts to other refugees. After this exhausting stay under such circumstances, we risk receiving not a positive decision but "tolerated" Status, with which the refugees, with small children and no means to survive, can be sent out of the camp and put out on the street in any season. [...] We the refugees implore you urgently to help us out of this Situation and to find us asylum in other countries of the European Union. Yours respectfully, Chechen refugees living in the Polish Republic By fax on January 11, 2005, Gora Kalwaria Post Office



should be deported back there without regard to whether they might have suffered persecution. The re-admission agreement concluded by Germany and Poland later that same year legalized an earlier "wild" (i.e., extralegal) police practice that had been common for years, in which refugees and migrants from the border regions of eastern Germany were deported back to Poland within forty-eight hours. Another consequence of these and other bilateral agreements was that the police obtained latitude, over which little control was possible, to implement the rules informally. The stipulated agreements with Poland "permitted, curiously, more opportunities for police collaboration than that found in the agreements and associations that had evolved in recent decades with most Western European States," the director ofthe Federal Criminal Investigation Agency remarked in 1997.8 The German-Polish practice of cross-border collaboration quickly became the prototype for the international migration policies that would serve as models for the readmission agreements that western European states concluded with a number of other states.



Schengen Agreement On June 14,1985, representatives of five EU member states - Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg - signed the so-called Schengen Agreement Its goal was the discontinuation of inspections of people at their internal borders, and in return it obliged the participating states to improve security along their external borders. The Schengen II amendment of 1990 laid out the concrete implementation of the agreement, stipulated the introduction of a Joint system of visas and defined police Cooperation and the handling of asylum applications. One important element of the agreement is the establishment of the centralized Schengen Information System (SIS). This system Stores information and personal data for the entire Schengen area that can be called up at any point on the Schengen outer border. In this way entry can be refused if, for example, the person has no visa or an invalid one, has been banned from residence, or if other reasons argue against allowing entry. Both agreements became effective in 1995. In the meantime, thirty-three countries have signed the agreement or take part in it de facto. With the elimination of inspections at internal borders, customs and federal inspections have been heightened throughout the territory of the Schengen countries.



Cross-Border Cooperation First Agreements and Protocols between the Federal Republic of Germany and Poland: - Readmission Treaty with the Schengen States of March 29,1991, effective May 1, 1991 - Treaty on Good Neighborliness and Amicable Cooperation of June 17,1991 - Exchange of Notes on the Establishment of a Government Commission for Regional and Close-to-the-Border Cooperation, also of June 17,1991 - Agreement on the Cooperation to Combat Organized Crime of November 1,1991, effective August 14,1992 - Agreement on Cooperation on the Effects of Migration Movements (Bilateral Re-admission Agreement) of May 7,1993, effective June 1,1993 - International Treaty on the Cooperation of Police and Border Authorities in the Border Regions of April 5,1995



The Polish govemment subsequently concluded readmission agreements with a series of other states, mainly in Eastern Europe, so that they in turn could also pass on responsibility for the accommodation of refugees.' Nowadays, refugees are sometimes deported from country to country. These chain deportations sometimes take them back to the states where they were persecuted. This practice is forbidden by the Geneva Convention on Refugees, but it is difficult to prove in any given case, since it takes place within the sphere of activity of the police, and there are hardly any mechanisms for public control. According to information from the Polish border police, for example, migrants without documents are deported to Belarus and the Russian Federation, even though Poland has no re-admission agreements with them."' In the 1990s, Poland's western border was the focus of border security and defense against migrants. Supported by the willingness of the German population to denounce them, migrants were deported to large numbers. Thereafter, the German-Polish border became an outwardly quiet region by the time Poland entered the EU. Already in 2002, the German border police were arresting far more illegal immigrants on its borders with Austria, France, the Benelux countries, and Denmark (15,991 people) than on the Schengen external border with Poland (1,974 people)." It is difficult to say whether the number of arrests reflects a real decline in the number of clandestine entries on the German-Polish border or merely a change in the way police were conducting border inspections. Perhaps the shifting eastward of the defense against refugees made itself feit here as well. In the late 1990s, Poland, with the support of funds from the Phare program" to financially support candidates for EU entry, shifted the focus of its border control to its eastern borders and developed a new practice for inspections and deportations. In the areas of migration and asylum, Phare's objectives included not only securing the border but also training the border police and improving the asylum authorities and the capacity for accommodating asylum applicants. With Poland's entry into the EU, the EU regulations for asylum procedures - the Dublin Convention and Dublin II - replaced the German-Polish readmission agreement. The Dublin Convention stipulates in general that the first country of entry should be responsible for processing an asylum application within the EU. The Dublin II agreement of September 2003 made the deportation praxis in Europe even more severe.13 All applicants throughout Europe are regis-
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Third State Rule (§ 2 6 a AsylVfG) An alien who enters from a safe third state can no longer appeal to the basic right to asylum. Entry is to be refused at the border by the border authorities without such alien being admitted to the asylum application process. In the case of entry from a safe third State, the applicant has no right to remain temporarily in the Federal Republic of Germany. Re-admission to the safe third state can be performed whether or not a legal procedure has been lodged. A legal procedure can be handled from the safe third State. If it is not possible to re-admit the alien to the safe third state, then it should be explored whether § 51 para. 1 ofthe Ausländergesetz (Law governing aliens) prohibits re-admission to the country of origin. According to the Standards of constitutional law, "safe third states" include the member states of the European Community as well as other European states whose Observation of the Geneva Convention on Refugees and the Human Rights Convention has been ensured. At the moment, the latter are: Norway, Poland, Switzerland, and the Czech Republic. Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge, "Die Novellierungen des Asyfverfahrensrechts seit dem 01.01.1991", http://www.bamf.de/template/asyl/content_asyl_neuregelun gen.htm



Poland's Re-admission Agreements Poland has concluded re-admission agreements with the following countries: Bulgaria, August 24,1993; Czech Republic, May 10,1993; Croatia, November 8,1994; Moldova, November 21,1994; Romania, Jury 24,1993; Slovakia, July 8,1993; Slovenia, August 28,1996; Ukraine, May 24,1993; Hungary, November 26,1994; Lithuania, July 13,1998 (effective January 9, 2000). Re-admission with visa exemption was concluded with: Latvia, December 17,1992; Estonia, February 26,1993. Re-admission agreements are currently being negotiated with Armenia, Kazakhstan, and Vietnam.
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tered in the Eurodac fingerprint database (the central European Dactyloscopic System). If the stored data establishes that a person has already applied for asylum in another member state or was already registered in another state during transit, he or she is deported to that State. The responsibility for deportation passes from the border police to the authorities ruling on the asylum application, who thus not only have to concern themselves with assessing the reasons for flight but also must certify the route taken. Over the course of recent years the "Europe of concentric circles" has been expanded and reinforced through the elements described here. When the build up ofthe EU external borders in Poland to meet European Standards is complete, Poland will be completely integrated into Schengen territory beginning in 2008. As far as possible, undesirable migration is to be stopped at the new EU external borders. Already today, European politicians are publicly discussing exterritorializing the administration and processing of the asylum applications and handling the procedures in camps outside EU borders.



Borders Looking back at Poland's history, one tends to associate the establishment of national borders more with unwanted foreign involvement than with the protection of a national territory. Poland's political history in the modern era was marked first by the three subdivisions of Poland among the Prussian, Habsburg, and Russian empires, which during the long nineteenth Century and until the end of the First World War no longer permitted any Polish territory to be ruled "nationally." Just twenty years after the re-establishment of the Polish State in the twentieth Century, it was onee again destroyed by Germany's march of annexation, by agreement with the Soviet Union. That was followed by a brutal oecupation and devastation of the country and the murder of European Jews in Poland by the Germans. Poland's eastern border region was one of the major sites of that genoeide - a region whose ethno-sociological structure until that time had been highly varied, characterized by Upper classes that spoke Polish, Russian, or German; Jews who lived in shtetls; and a heterogeneous rural population that defined itself as Polish, Lithuanian, Belarusian, Ukrainian, and in part simply as "local."14 In the Potsdam Agreement, the allies arranged for the border of the Polish State to be moved to the west. The relocation of Poles in the areas within Poland's new political borders was intended to ensure that the national territory was ethnically homogeneous. The same was true of its neighboring states, which hadalso been newly defined geographically, especially Belarus and Ukraine. The period immediately after the Second World War had grave consequences for the eastern border regions, resulting with large migrations, the bloody Ukrainian nationalist uprising, and the forced resettlement of most ofthe Eastern Polish Ukrainians to western Poland. Considerable effort was expended on strengthening the borders of the USSR, including its western border with Poland (the present border with the Russian Federation and the Kaliningrad enclave, Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine). The border between the German Democratic Republic and Poland was called the "border of peace," after the recognition ofthe Oder-Neisse line, but apart from a brief period of loosening during the 1970s was also heavily guarded. The officially closed borders between the socialist states of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA or Comecon, i.e., the so-called Eastern Bloc) and even between the blocs proved to be porous, despite all the efforts, and hence a "clandestine" freedom to travel - truly existing though forbid-



den and persecuted - contradicted the hardening of the borders as part of the confrontation between the Eastern and Western, blocs. Beginning in the late 1970s, a lively retail trade evolved between Odessa, Lviv, Kiev, Frankfurt an der Oder (GDR), and West Berlin and Hamburg that was run by Polish migrants. Whether one crossed the borders as a tourist, asylum seeker, or simply without documents depended on the particular circumstances and individual networks. Even the Iran Curtain could be crossed b y Polish migrants or by those entering the transit country that was Poland: Polish factory workers found work not only in the GDR but also in the Federal Republic of Germany (often "unauthorized"). Solidarity members were granted political asylum in West Germany. Refugees and migrants from Sri Lanka, India, and Pakistan took the risky and criminalized route that ran by way of Warsaw, Schönefeld, and Berlin (Friedrichstrasse) to West Berlin and from there to Western Europe, until this hole in the Berlin Wall was also plugged in the 1980s. The end of the confrontation between East and West opened up new travel opportunities to and from Poland. The borders between Poland and its eastern neighbors were opened for visa-less travel to the populations on both sides of the border, which permitted unhampered exchange between the respective national minorities, relatives, and businesspersons. The amount of border traffic rose sharply. Because of the severe differences in currency rates and affluence, there was considerable cross-border retail trade, which provided a basis for the livelihood of the residents of the structurally weak, primarily rural border regions. Like the "Polish markets" on the German-Polish border, large markets with a broad ränge of goods arose in the larger towns on both sides of Poland's eastern border. In addition, there was also "Shuttle trade" of individuals with alcohol and cigarettes, informal migration of workers to Poland (and from Poland to Western Europe), and cross-border Shopping and sex tourism. At the same time, undocumented transit migration across Poland's borders into Western Europe also increased. According to data from the Polish border patrol, the migrants in the early 1990s came primarily from Romania, Bulgaria, and the countries of the former Soviet Union. With the re-admission agreements and the tightening of the asylum policies of the EU states, more and more refugees and migrants were being sent back to Poland or were stopped directly at the German-Polish border. At Germany's instigation, Poland focused on securing its western border and on preventing migration to Western Europe. The Polish border patrol took on, with financial support from Germany, the re-admission, arrest, and deportation ofthe refugees stopped at Poland's western border. During the second half of the 1990s, the Polish border regime tightened up and increasingly conformed to guidelines from Germany and the EU. In 1997 a new law governing aliens specified more restrictive requirements on entry for travelers not required to have visas, including an invitation registered with the Polish authorities, a plausibly documented reason for travel, and sufficient cash funds. Another transfer of European control technologies and border patrol methods took place in the course of preparations for Poland to join the EU. Important preconditions for its entry in May 2004 included the adoption of Europe's visa policy and the buildup of its eastern border as the new EU external border. In 2001/02 Poland allowed agreements with fiftyfour states on visaless travel to expire. The visa requirement for the majority of countries of the former Soviet Union could be implemented very quickly, but



Information for Refugees You have applied for asylum in Germany. This does not necessarily mean that your asylum procedure will be handled in Germany. Rather, in the coming weeks there will be an investigation to determine whether another state in Europe may not be responsible for your asylum case. If your fingerprints indicate that you were in another EU State before entering Germany, this is a so-called "Eurodac hit." In aecordance with the Dublin II Convention, you can then be sent back to the State in which your fingerprints were taken, which will be "safe" for you. Eurodac hits are not all that is considered proof that you were in another EU State before your arrival in Germany; rather, all possible indices are compiled. If it can be demonstrated that you were in another EU State before your arrival, and that State is prepared to take you back, then your asylum procedure will be conducted in that country. Advice leaflet by Ihe counseling team on the asylum process, Diakonisches Werk Elbe-Elster et al.



Warsaw - Berlin - Warsaw Many ofthe [Polish] European travelers were recruited from those then working abroad. The Polish state sold cheap labor to various countries, including the GOR. These socalled contract workers earned considerably more than in Poland, and their wages were paid in foreign currency. Workers could, however, even increase their wages several times by trading, so that the "regulär work" soon became merely a requirement for the real business. There was a real trade route from Berlin to Warsaw. Malgorzala Irek, Der Schmugglerzug: Warschau - Berlin Warschau, (Berlin, t998), 12



Jarmark Europa The Jarmark Europa (Europe fair) in Dziesieciolecia Stadium in Warsaw is one of the largest bazaars in Eastern Europe and the center of a form of retail trade that does not figure into official trade balances. The traders, called chelnoki in Russian, come from a wide variety of countries of the former Soviet Union. Chelnok means "Shuttle," and it is used for the traveling traders who transport their goods personally in their famous Shopping bags to Warsaw or other cities west of the borders of the former Soviet Union. Most have traded their bourgeois lifestyles for a life of constant travel between their home town and the bazaar. Many of them are academics who earned to little to make a living or are unemployed or on a Pension. The chelnoki are the product of the economic collapse of the Soviet Union and the entrepreneurs of the first hour in a changing society. Minze Tummescheit, Jarmark Europa: Ein dokumentarischer Essayfilm. Quoled in Jochen Becker et al., Learning from*: Städte von Welt, Phantasmen der Zivilgesellschaft, informelle Organisation (Berlin: Vice Versa, 2003), 45-49



the visa requirement for Belarus, Ukraine, and the Russian Federation met with open resistance from the population of eastern Poland as many depended on the informal border economies for their livelihoods. In some cases street blockades were erected in the region in protest. The Polish govemment thus postponed the step until October 1 , 2003, that is, until a few months before it was scheduled to join the EU. In order to ensure border traffic with its eastern neighbors, Poland is quite generous: the visas are free to Ukrainians and very affordable for Belarusians. Multiple visas can be obtained without a problem, and Polish consulates estimate that only one percent of the visa applications are rejected. A new euphemism was created for this graduated Eastern EU periphery: friendly Schengen policies.15 In March 2005 the number of visitors from Belarus, Ukraine, and the Russian Federation returned to the levels that had existed prior to the introduction of the visa requirement. The building up of the eastern border, the improvement of border stations, and the shift of focus further east of the employment of the Polish border guard have been achieved primarily with EU financing from the billion euro Phare programs for harmonizing the legal Systems and development of the infrastrueture in the acceding states. A large part of the Phare funds allocated has been used by the border patrol to purchase high-tech equipment for communication and border surveillance. The border installations from the Soviet period - an 800-meter-wide corridor in the forest, with raked sand, electric fences, and barbed wire - has been maintained along the Belarusian side. On the EU side, additional border watchtowers are to be constructed every 15-20 km, and the border will be equipped with the latest surveillance technology.



Entry Regulations The Act of Aliens became valid on December 27,1997. it provides the rules and conditions concerning entering, staying and leaving the country by aliens. All its provisions are in compliance with the legislative directions of the western European countries, which lead to the more restrictive immigration and asylum rules. [...] It has given to govemment the instruments which allow effectively to prevent illegal immigration and to stop the presence of so called "problem aliens" on the territory of Poland. It also sets stricter conditions for entry of aliens to Poland on private trips or as tourists with no visa requirement Thanks to that there is an Obligation to register all the invitations and all the documents confirming the transport reservations and also confirming accommodation. These regulations have brought much order to this eategory of cross-border movement Further "diseiplining" [of] human border traffic was brought by the requirement to hold [the] necessary amount of money by aliens to cover the cost of entry, travel, stay and departure. [The] Border Guard has the Obligation to control these funds. Moreover, Border Guard officers are required to control the invitations registered by a Voivod [local authority] and to describe the duration of stay according to the amount of money held by an alien and which are necessary to cover the costs of stay.



Marek Adamczyk, The Border Guard Service of the Republic of Poland: A Modern European Border Eorce, ed. Borderpol, 2003



Since 1997 more than twenty new border crossings have been built along Poland's eastern border, including several transit centers that concentrate on trans-national traffic of goods and people. The average distance between border posts was reduced from about 50 km to 12-20 km. Through new hiring and the transfer of border control units from the west, the number of border police employed in eastern Poland has more than doubled. The Schengen-compatible buildup of the eastern EU outer border is scheduled to be complete by 2006. Then between 2006 and 2008, the control of persons crossing Poland's EU inferior border will be discontinued. Kuznica - Hrodna One of the new border stations is located near Kuznica, between the large cities of Biatystok in Poland and Hrodna in Belarus, on the transit route to the Baltic and Saint Petersburg. The improvements to this border Station - a train and street crossing point - were completed in November 2003. Twothirds of the fifty-six million euros needed were provided by Poland; the remainder came from EU Phare funds. From this Station the Polish border guards patrol eighteen kilometers of the border, including a strip at least fifteen kilometers wide along it. At a press meeting the Station was presented to us personally by its Commander as a showpiece Operation.16 An animated PowerPoint presentation showed the visitors the threatening scenario of criminals crossing the border and the new technological responses to that threat. The Station is equipped with, among other things, an X-ray apparatus for trucks, a highly sensitive special NATO camera, and a variety of devices to detect forged documenfs. Some of the border officers have been trained in Germany. The enfire section of the border can be viewed from a video surveillance room by means of more than 128 cameras, some of which swivel. However, during the tour of the outside facilities, where eighty trucks can be cleared simultaneously, a gaping void and com-



"The Polish Maginot Line" was the title of a late September article in the Polish edition of Newsweek, a product of Axel Springer Polska, on the introduction of the visa requirement for Poland's eastern neighbors. The instruments used to seal the country off from so-called illegal emigrants and smugglers were proudly presented. They include modern minibuses equipped with Zeiss movabie cameras mounted on the roof that have a ränge of five kilometers, thermalimaging cameras with a ränge of twelve kilometers, and laser motion detectors that can determine with great aecuraey the distance of a targeted object. These autos cost 1.6 million zloty, or 400,000 euros, a figure that must seem to Poland's poor eastern section to come from another world. The EU's Phare program financed 17 of these cars; 46 more were ordered in September 2003. The officers of a Single border Station in Podlasie received 775 mobile phones, 7 Scanners, and 90 Computers through the Phare program. Border crossings have employed instruments to measure the oxygen levels in trucks as a wayto find people hidden therein. In addition, the EU is financing motoreycles, Crosscountry vehicles, Snowscoots, helicopters, and Observation planes for use on and above rough terrain. Franziska Bruder, Wilder Osten mit Hightech: Ausbau der EU-Ostgrenze, in: Jungleworld, no. 45, October 29, 2003



plete underutilization of the expensive devices was obvious. The Commander was of the opinion that truck drivers prefer to avoid this border crossing because it is so well equipped. In the meantime, this section of the border also plays a marginal role for refugees and migrants on their way to the EU. According to the border Services, nine Chechens last applied here for asylum in 2003, and that same year eighteen Sri Lankans were discovered in a truck with double walls. The border guards claimed that the transit route for Vietnamese that had passed through here in the early 1990s had been "liquidated." This border crossing is far more important for regional commuters who earn a living with seasonal work, small trade, or cigarette smuggling. The border officers are well aware that as a rule this is done with tourist visas or entirely without papers, but no one is interested in taking away the economic basis for the people in this region. As the border police in Kuznica emphasized, ultimately a lot depends on the discretion and experience of a given border officer.



Brest -Terespol Whereas the region along Poland's southeastern border with Ukraine appears to be used more often for clandestine border crossings, because of its geographic locatiön and because parts of that border have rough, green terrain, the northern section of the Polish-Belarusian border has only negligible significance for the trans-national routes of refugees and migrants, One exception, however, is the border crossing between Terespol in Poland and Brest in Belarus, which lies on one of the most important East-West traffic arteries to Moscow by way of Minsk. The Terespol-Brest border crossing is an important trans-shipment center and customs post for goods and commodities moving between Eastern and Western Europe; an enormous modern trucking goods terminal was built here recently. As in Kuznica, a lively "Shuttle trade" of alcohol, cigarettes, and other durable goods takes place here. Thanks to its opportune locatiön within the railway system of the former Soviet Union, for the past several years several thousand Chechen refugees have been arriving here annually by train to apply for asylum in Europe, Until September 2003, Chechens, as Citizens of the Russian Federation, could still cross the border to Poland without a visa. However, it is virtually impossible for them to obtain a passport in Russia, to say nothing of a visa. Anyone who lacks valid entry papers and who wishes to apply for asylum in Poland, however, must, according to the Aliens Act of 2003, submit the application to the border police before entering Poland and therein State in writing the essential reasons for seeking refuge. The asylum application can be rejected at the border if it appears to be "obviously unfounded" or if the asylum seeker is trying to immigrate from a "safe third state." Although Poland does not categorize Belarus as a safe third State - for Chechens - the Polish border police in Terespol repeatedly send back Chechen refugees, who frequently arrive here in large groups of as many as a hundred people, without valid reasons. Many of them are permitted entry only on a second or third attempt. The asylum applicants are also first registered at the border crossing and their fingerprints are taken and stored in the Eurodac database. The powers and functions of the Polish border police have been expanded constantly in recent years. They are now responsible not only for the guarding of the geographica! border and for Controlling the access of people and good but are also the first, and often decisive, Station in the asylum process for asylum applications without permission to enter and for undocumented immigrants. The border police are responsible for the arrest and in some cases deportation of migrants and refugees. As is seen in other European



Regional train Brest-Siedice On October 6, 2004, after a brief stop in Brest, An Architektur began its return journey to Terespol by regional train; obviously, however, we had not planned enough time for the border-crossing process at the train Station. After a very protracted wait for tickets to be issued and crossing the labyrinthine train Station, with several customs and passport controls, our shortage of time was exploited by the Belarusian border guard to demand payment in cash to speed things up. On the platform we were met by young women who persuaded us to bring to Poland for them the legal limit of one bottle of high-proof alcohol and a carton of cigarettes per person. As soon as the train had departed for Terespol, the light in the car went out. Our fellow passengers, most of whom were women, suddenly became very active. One heard the Sounds of wall and ceiling panels being removed and of tape used to secure smuggled goods under the seats, for example. Things were hidden on their bodies, under the clothing, as well. Finally, all of the openings were carefully closed again, and the passengers left the compartment. Onee the train had crossed the river along the border, the bustling activity resumed. Light Signals were visible. Objects were thrown out the Windows. Shortly before the train arrived in Terespol, all ofthe passengers stormed into the front car. For a long time nothing happened. Then at some point the light was switched on again. Border guards or customs officers passed slowly through the cars, shining lights in the holes of the interior panels. Nothing was to be seen of the smuggled goods. After a while, the passengers in the front car were thoroughly searched and could leave the train. How the goods hidden in the train were supposed to find their way to their owners was not clear. Supposedly the train was inspected thoroughly one more time before continuing to the next Polish train Station. Mean while, inside and in front of the Terespol train Station cigarettes and bottles of vodka were being sold, and in the ladies room the ticket inspector was paid the cigarettes she had been promised with cartons removed directly from a passenger's pantyhose.



Chechens Seek Polish Asylum En Masse, Few Permitted 88 Chechens attempted to enter Poland on Monday to reeeive asylum. The Polish authorities permitted 16 of them to enter the country, while the others had to return, the NTV television Channel reported. On Saturday night 125 Chechens tried to cross the border but only 24 were let in. 85 people currently remain in Brest, a Belarussian city near the Polish border. The Polish authorities did not explain their reasons for only letting a small part enter the country. MosNews, www.hrvc.nel/news2004/15-9-04.html, September 15, 2004



countries, the reach of the border police in Poland is increasingly extending into the interior as well. In addition to guarding the immediate border region, they are carrying out inspections and raids throughout Poland to uncover border violations and undocumented immigrants. In Poland, the dissolving of the hardened Eastern Bloc borders has been followed by the construetion of a new border regime in the spirit of a "European fortress" since the mid-1990s. Poland is shifting the defense against migration further east. Asylum laws and procedures are becoming increasingly restrictive, and the technology of securing the border promises a hermetic seal. In specific loeations and everyday praxis, however, quite deliberate contradictions and gray zones become evident in the system: informal border crossings are permitted to the extent that they are economically necessary or tolerable. One tries to regulate them in this way. The disproportionate buildup of the borders appears, given the lack of real threat, to play a more symbolic role: meeting the targets of the European Community of states and reassuring the politicians and the public. The border does, however, also prove to be a space of conflict that is permanently being redefined by all the interested parties using a variety of definitional powers by creating options for action or Settlements by force, through the conquest, exploitation, and defense of leeway and loopholes.



Border Police Raids Such activities [with the aim of detecting aliens illegally staying on Polish territory] were undertaken on the whole territory of the State - for the first time in the third quarter of 1998 - [in] common Operation of the BG and the Police (code name Pobyt, or "Residence"). These activities were continued in the following years also in co-operation with labour Offices, customs, Fiscal Control Office, metropolitan guards, Railway Protection Guard and Fishery Guard. By the end of 2001, 2,438 such Operations had been organised in various parts of the country. In result of these Operations 15,622 aliens were apprehended, out of which 11,363 were expelled. In course of the described actions subject to controls were: places of residence (identified previously as places of residence of aliens), construetion areas, market places, railway stations, restaurants, vehicles, parking lots, motels, Service stations, brothels etc. The largest groups among [those] apprehended were nationals of: Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania, Armenia, Belarus, Mongolia, Vietnam, Russia and Afghanistan. The largest percentage of expelled in result of these actions were nationals of Ukraine (in 2001 nationals of Ukraine made 40% of the Overall number of aliens expelled for violation of the aliens act regulations). Marek Adamczyk, The Border Guard Service of the Republic of Poland: A Modem European Border Force, ed. Borderpol, 2003



The Asylum Systeni Poland acceded to the Geneva Convention on Refugees in 1 9 9 1 , and its Convention from 1997 guarantees the basic political right to asylum. Since then, its asylum procedures and its handling of refugees have been regulated by an increasingly restrictive law governing aliens, which is largely modeled on the examples of Germany and the EU.17 In its 1997 law governing aliens Poland established an organized system of deportation, since by force of this law people could be detained long enough for decisions to be made in the asylum process and readmission inquiries. Since September 2003 Poland has a new law governing aliens' 8 and a new law protecting aliens' 3 that Claims to distingüish clearly between migrants and refugees and reproduces the Schengen guidelines down to the smallest details. The severity of the detention regulations for asylum applicants even exceeds the legal Situation of other EU states. If someone without an entry visa requests asylum directly at the border, he or she - just like anyone found in the country without valid papers - faces detention for an initial thirty days in one of more than twenty deportation centers. Detention is intended to • ensure that those whose wish for asylum is judged "obviously unfounded" can be deported directly. According to the law this detention can be extended multiple times, up to a year, depending on how long the authorities need for the formalities of deportation.20 According to data from the Polish border police, 26,200 people were deported between 1998 and 2 0 0 1 ; of these, 16,000 were deported via its eastern border, 5,000 via its border with the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and 5,000 by air. Overall, deportations from Poland have assumed considerable proportions, but it must be said that Germany, Italy, Spain, and now even Libya have considerable higher figures. 2 ' The legal requirement to take asylum applicants without visas or papers into custody is one the Polish authorities are scarcely able to comply with at the moment as they lack the capacities. In practice, therefore, refugees who apply for asylum at Poland's eastern border, for example, are not always arrested. Families in particular are frequently brought immedi-



Alien Protection Law: Arrest of Asylum Applicants Article 40 - An alien who requests asylum is not arrested unless: 1) he or she submits the asylum application: a) during the border inspection, without the right to enter the Republic of Poland; b) during an illegal stay in the Republic of Poland; 2) before applying for asylum: a) he or she crosses or attempts to cross the border in violation of regulations; b) he or she receives a ruling requiring him or her to leave the Republic of Poland or a deportation ruling; 3) h e or s h e receives a ruling on d e p o r t a t i o n after a p p l y i n g f o r a s y l u m . Law of June 13, 2003, Ensuring the Prolection of Aliens on the Territory of the Polish Republic (Dz. U. Nr 128, poz. 1176)



ately to Debak, to the central faciiity for the reception of asylum applicants who have entered the country legally. According to the Helsinki Foundation in Warsaw, there is no apparent consistency in the practice of detaining applicants.22 Moreover, crossing the border in violation of procedures is under Polish law a statutory offence that can be punished by up to eight years in prison in the worst cases (if organized together with others).



of Chechen refugees meant that more open accommodations for families in the asylum process were established. The overwhelming majority of these are found in the vicinity of the Polish border, in sparsely settled and economically weak areas of Poland with low cost of living but also at the greatest possible distance from potential destinations in Western Europe. These camps too have the improvised character of converted facilities.



Those who have entered legally, by contrast, submit their asylum applications directly to the asylum authorities in Warsaw: the Office for Repatriation and Aliens (Urza_d do Spraw Repatriacji i Cudzoziemcöw, or URiC), and are also first admitted to the initial reception center in Debak, from which they are sent to one of the other accommodations for asylum applicants in Poland.23



Debak In 1992 the Ministry of the Interior established a central "initial reception center" in Debak, to use the bureaucratic designation for this form of camp. Today it serves primarily as a short-term transit and distribution Station. The site is located in a forest and is sealed off by a fence and control posts. It is an "open" camp that the residents can leave during the day as necessary. Here the refugees are given an initial medical examination, and their personal details are investigated. From Debak the asylum applicants are sent to one of Poland's roughly sixteen open refugee accommodations, 25 which are located in the greater Warsaw area and in various regions in eastern Poland. As with various other refugee camps, the residents of Debak have protested the conditions oftheir accommodation and care. In December 2 0 0 4 some 200 refugees went on a hunger strike. Among other things, they criticized overcrowding in the camp and the poor health care; they demanded that Poland "open up the safe path to Western Europe."26



The number of asylum applicants in Poland roughly doubled between 1998 and 2003; in 2003 the figure was over 7,000. For 2005, the tvlinistry ofthe Interior estimates there will be just under 10,000 applications. Refugee Status under the Geneva Conventions is very rarely granted to asylum applicants in Poland. In 2003 and 2004 only 200 or 3 0 0 people were granted that Status.2" In accordance with EU guidelines, refugee Status provides access to ayear of social Services and Integration assistance. In reaction to the constantly rising number of refugees from Chechnya, in 2003 the Polish state eslablished the legal Status of "toleration" {pobyt tolerowany), which can be granted for a year at a time. This Status does not guarantee the EU minimum requirements for the accommodation of refugees but it does include a work permit. However, those with "tolerated" Status often cannot register with the police, because they cannot find affordable places to live, thus they have no right to social, medical, or age-related benefits. In creating a tolerated Status, the State gave itself an Instrument for creating, with minimal financial outlay, a registered status for residence for those who cannot be deported. This makes it possible to maintain control over people who otherwise might plunge into illegality. Tolerated Status must be renewed annually, and as soon as no more obstacles are seen, the State can deport tolerated persons to their country of origin relatively quickly. In recent years the Polish state has created a number of formal possibilities to deal flexibly with migrants and refugees - systematic, graduated deprivation of rights, institutional enforcement, and deportation. There are only a few human rights organizations and independent legal experts who offer advice to asylum applicants. In many cases refugees in arrest centers and remote accommodations have no access to information or legal aid. They are dependent primarily on their own networks for information about their rights and legal options.



Camps The increasingly sweeping legal regulation of the asylum process in Poland seeks to separate and enclose refugees, and this is becoming a reality thanks to an ever more formalized system of camps. In the 1990s, the Polish asylum administration developed a centralized process that is characterized by geographica! Separation between the central administrative authorities and a wide spread set of open accommodations and detention centers for asylum applicants. During the asylum process, which can last as long as twelve months, most of the refugees are accommodated in existing group accommodations like barracks and dormitories that have been converted into refugee camps. In the late 1990s, the rising number



Biatystok In autumn 2004 An Architektur visited two open accommodations for asylum applicants in the large city of Biatystok near the border to Belarus.27 The four- to five-story buildings were built in the 1960s and 1970s as dormitories for workers and then converted to accommodations for refugees in 2001 or 2002. Both of them are rather distant from the center of town, in the northwest section of the city but still within an urban context. One of the accommodations lies in a purely industrial area; the building was previously used as a Student dormitory, and two floors were still rented to students. The second accommodation, located in a residential neighborhood, had been completely converted into refugee housing for roughly 200 people. The property is surrounded by a chain-link fence; signs prohibit the residents access to the playground and Sports field of the school next door. Each floor has ten to twenty rooms of approximately 18 square meters, for two to four people or a family, with a kitchen and a bathroom. The canteen and the common rooms (prayer room, television room, and table tennis room) on the ground floor were simply furnished, but they seem clean and orderly. The residents must be present between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. The director of this dormitory is the only permanent employee; all other Services are outsourced to a partially state-run firm. Most of the accommodations in Poland are run on this model. In October 2004 these homes were not fully occupied. Most are occupied by families; about 9 8 % of the refugees were Chechens, about two-thirds of them children. Residents describe the accommodations and care in these dormitories as satisfactory. The women often cook themselves; some prepare food to seil at the market. There have, however, also been reports of serious problems: there is a shortage of suitable and warm clothing for children and adults. The medical care is not good, and it is very difficult to get necessary treatment by specialists. There are no perspectives for refugees in Poland beyond these places; Biatystok offers few opportunities to build a life. As a rule, refugees live in these homes for a year, which is how long the asylum process takes. During



this time they are provided housing, meals in the canteen, and pocket money (ca. 70 zloty, about 20 euros a month). Asylum applicants are not given work permits, but some succeed in finding work in the city without papers - at one of the markets, for example. The children are taught Polish so that they can go to school later. According to one ofthe directors, occupancy is Iower during the summer, when many of the refugees seek to travel further west. She indicated that some of the refugees returned to this camp via Warsaw after they were deported from Germany. Only those who are recognized as refugees can remain in these accommodations for three months after their application process is concluded. The overwhelming majority of the refugees receives only tolerated Status and must leave the accommodations two weeks after the process is concluded. Roughly 15% of the asylum applicants are told to leave Poland within two weeks, but as a rule they do not comply. Czerwony Bor The dormitories in Biatystok, despite their simple furnishings, can be described as relatively good accommodations, since most provide access to the economy and the infrastrueture of the city. The Situation is quite different in the case of the Czerwony Bor refugee camp, which we also visited in fall 2004. 28 The accommodations are on a former military base on the edge of a military training area, in the middle of a large forest, and several kilometers from the nearest village. The residences, built in the 1960s for members of the military and their families, were abandoned by the military in 2000 and later converted in part to a prison for criminals and in part as a camp for asylum applicants. Other buildings are used as residences for the personnel. The facilities of the refugee camp include two former multi-story family residences and one long, low barrackslike building; in October 2004 it was occupied by 210 refugees, most of them Chechens. The simple, unrenovated residences, most of which are in poor condition, were occupied by families or couples. Each of the three-room apartments was shared by two families; the rooms were sparely furnished with bunk beds, chairs, and tables. The apartments had renovated showers; communal kitchens were located on the ground floor. The Windows of several of the rooms were leaky, water had entered and mold had formed on the walls and ceilings. The two wings of the low building - aformer barracks for enlisted men - had rooms with many bunk beds arranged along a central aisle. There were primarily intended for men and new arrivals. In October 2004 several refugees from Afghanistan and Pakistan were housed here as well. This area was recently renovated and is now in somewhat better condition. Attached to the barracks wtng there is a two-story section ofthe building with communal facilities: canteen, prayer room, sickroom, common room, and schoolroom. Apart from the housing wings, all the site had was a private störe with excessively expensive food, hygiene products, and telephone cards, as well as a cafe for the personnel of the prison and the camp. For 210 people there was just one television in the sole common room. The medical service was staffed twice a day, and three times a week a doctor was supposed to visit the camp, but access to specialists is all but impossible. All in all, this remote camp clearly had more women and men traveling alone than the one in Biatystok. The camp's director said that certain "suspicious" refugees and others the authorities thought might represent a security problem were moved here from Debak. All the adults had to report to the camp management every morning between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. to pick up couponsfor



food. Anyone who wished to leave the camp temporarily - for a doctor's visit, for example - had to leave his or her passport behind. Czerwony Bör's isolated locatiön meant the refugees were almost entirely cut off from aid organizations or legal advice but also from economic struetures that would have provided a livelihood beyond the paltry pocket money. Consequently the mood among refugees in this camp ranged from despairing to angry. As part of joining the EU, a minimal Standard of social support for asylum applicants is required by law. That means that the existing Standard of refugee care in Poland had to be improved. Although the number of refugees did not rise sharply after Poland joined the EU, the Polish Ministry of the Interior created the impression of an emergency Situation in the accommodations, which primarily affected Chechens. In official explanations and in the media, it sounded as if Poland was threatened by a real onslaught of refugees from Chechnya. This was used to justify the flagrant mismanagement of the refugee camps and suggested "terrorist" dangers. The capacities of the camps are indeed overburdened, and the circumstances in some cases are alarming: beds were set up in canteens for lack of space. Refugees with serious illnesses, war injuries, or trauma, including many children, reeeive inadequate medical and social care. To complete this picture of a crisis: the administrative personnel are overworked, the heating is breaking down, there is no warm clothing, and food is in short supply.28 In 2003 and 2004 refugees in several camps protested with hunger strikes. In view of the amounts invested by the EU and Poland in, for example, strengthening the borders and building still more camps, it is scandalous that the necessary funds to care for the roughly 3,500 people currently in Polish camps and prisons cannot be raised. Prisons Migrants and refugees in Poland whose residence Status is uncertain or whose deportation is planned are taken into custody. To that end, in the first half of the 1990s existing prisons or detention cells in buildings belonging to the border guards or police were used. As Poland was gradually integrated into the "migration management" of the EU and especially of Germany, the closed camps were gradually improved with substantial financial support from the West. When the German-Polish readmission agreement was concluded in 1993, two dozen deportation prisons with a total of 4 0 0 spaces were built through-out Poland with German funds. As a rule, they took the form of additional secure wings in larger facilities of regional and border police. These deportation prisons were not occupied until 1996, because prior to that date the Polish supreme court had declared them unconstitutional. 30 Through a series of legal amendments, the rights of inmates have been continuously pared back during the second half ofthe 1990s. The circumstances and care in most detention facilities appears to be even worse than at the open refugee accommodations. The biggest problem, however, is limited or nonexistent access to means of communication, information, and legal advice. For example, many incarcerated asylum applicants are not aware that they have the opportunity to appeal to Article 44, para. 1 of the law governing aliens in combination with the Geneva Convention on Refugees and to apply for release from custody.31 One such faciiity is the so-called closed center Lesznowola, on a former military base on the outskirts of Warsaw.32 It is the only "closed center" were families with children are still held, and where the respective processes of asylum application and deportation oeeur together in one place.



Szczecin Deportation Prison The faciiity contains nine cells (eight four person cells and one Single cell) as well as a sickroom that doubled as an examination room. On the day of our inspection the faciiity was not füll. It can hold up to thirty-three people. There are no cells specifically for men or women. They are filled according to need. The cells are sixteen Square meters each, and each houses four people (four square meters per person). When possible, people of the same nationality are placed together in a cell. Asylum applicants are not aecommodated separately. The inmates cannot move freely between rooms. They can only meet in the residential cells with the warder's permission. It is not possible to house family members together in one cell. Encounters between the sexes can take place only in the visiting room - in aecordance with the general rules governing Visits - or in the common room. [...] The faciiity has only one common bathroom for women and men. It is equipped with showers that do not provide private space. Only two ofthe four showers function. One of the inmates reported that there is frequently no hot water. It is possible to look into the room with the toilets from outside; the wall on the corridor side has a small Window with a grate. There were complaints that frequently a long time elapses between a request to use the toilet and the opening of the cell. Inadequate hygienic conditions reign through the faciiity. The cells are dirty; the Windows and walls have cobwebs. The walls and tables are scratched; the beds are often broken. There is a common room - for lack of space, a television was placed in one of the residential cells. Use ofthe common room is regulated by the dally agenda, according to separate groups: the first group 10 a.m. to 12:25 p.m., the second from 12:30 to 2:55 p.m., the third from 4 p.m. to 6:25 p.m., and the fourth from 7 p.m. to 9:25 p.m. A maximum of eight people may be in the common room at one time.



Halina Nie6 Human Rights Association (ed.), Katarzyna Zdybska, Monitoring Report of Selecled Deportation Prisons and a Closed Faciiity, Concluding Assessment, March 2004, 46ff



It may be assumed that refuges presently make up a signifieant part of the population at the closed center Lesznowola and that of the twenty-four or so other detention centers controlled by regional and border police, with a total capacity of more than 700 inmates, and perhaps in some of the 5 0 0 cells in border police stations that were originally supposed to be used only for short-term ensuring of deportation and readmission.35 Planned Camps Four camps of a new hybrid type 34 are currently being built along Poland's eastern border at the instigation and with the financial support of the EU. These new centers are planned for Ketrzyn, Biatystok, Biala Podlaska, and Przemysl. Because these camp complexes will also have branches of the URiC, the authority that deeides on asylum applications, this means big changes for the asylum process in Poland. Until now, this authority could organize embassy Visits and hearings only on Visits away from its seat in Warsaw. Together with the Polish border police, which will be primarily responsible for the detention facilities, the URiC will share responsibility for the administration of the camps.35 This will concentrate the authorities for the asylum procedure, accommodation, and detention in one place, so that the asylum procedure can be handled more quickly. The path of the asylum applicants no longer need go by way of Warsaw and Debak. These new camps are intended to bring refugees and migrants under control already at the borders ofthe Fortress Europe and detain them there until they are, perhaps, deported. In this past year, the ministers of the interior for both Germany and Austria publicly proposed an asylum procedure that would take place entirely in camps outside of EU territory - in North Africa, for example, or Ukraine. Prototype Eisenhüttenstadt The hermetically sealed complex of the Z A B H Eisenhüttenstadt (Central Authority for Aliens Brandenburg), located near the border with Poland, may be seen as the prototype for this type of hybrid camp that is intended to slow migration as much as possible while maximizing efficiency of bureaucratic procedures. Here the various institutions ofthe German and European migration regime dovetail almost seamlessly in terms of both space and function. On the fenced-in site of a former barracks ofthe East German police, the so-called initial reception center of the immigration authority is located about fifty meters from the deportation prison. Both are run by the private security Company B.O.S.S. Directly opposite the refugee accommodations is a branch of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, where the asylum applications must be submitted and a series of databases are checked to see whether the "asylum-relevant" content of the application will be examined in Germany at all. Asylum seekers are also sent to this building after their first hearing with the individual decision makers responsible for their asylum application. The immigration authority of the State of Brandenburg, which runs the overall complex in Eisenhüttenstadt, is also responsible for deportation. The ZABH site, which lies between a large parking garage and a colony of garden plots, is completely feneed in and under video surveillance. It has a Single restricted access point, which is controlled by security personnel. Residents ofthe open accommodation can enter and exit freely, but visitors have to register at the entrance, showing identification and giving the name and birth date of the person they wish to visit. The new two-story building housing the deportation prison, built at a cost of seven million deutschmarks, has been in Operation since 1999. The faciiity is designed for 108 inmates and is also elaborately secured within the grounds. The initial reception faciiity



Closed Center Lesznowola The camp, which is protected by barbed wire and located in the middle ofthe forest, is administered by the police. [...] The camp has one section with room for one hundred men and a cheerier-looking building with thirtyone places for Single mothers and families. According to the Halina Niec Human Rights Association, from September 1, 2003, to January 26, 2004, a total of 279 aliens were held in Lesznowola, 153 of whom had applied for asylum. The most common countries of origin of the applicants were Russia (49), India (30), Afghanistan (19), Pakistan (9), and China (8). On January 26, 2004, the amount öf time the inmates had spent there ranged anywhere from two to four weeks to four months and longer. All of them had a court decision for ninety days interment that that the court can, and frequently does, extend. In contrast to the open admissions facilities run by the URiC, Leznowola is run by the police and is under the command of the voivod in Radom. It is financed from budget ofthe voivod police. According to information from the Commander, Mr. Wieszbycki, the cost per person per day for feeding and housing the inmates totals just 6.50 zloty (about 1.60 euros), which is about a euro less than the URiC spends at its admission facilities. The inmates do not receive pocket money. The doors to the rooms are not locked, but residents are not permitted to leave the house more than twice a day, at noon and in the afternoon, to walk in the courtyard. During this time the sports ground and playground may be used. In principle, Visits are allowed, with the commander's approval, but as a rule they are limited to anywhere from a few minutes to half an hour.



Refugee Camps In Ukraine Following the dramatic events in Beslan six weeks ago, the number of asylum applications from Chechen refugees has grown rapidly in Austria as well, said the Austrian minister ofthe interior, Ernst Strasser, at an Austrian-Baltic security summit in Vienna in mid-September. "Refugees from Chechnya represent a problem for Austria and the Baltic states," he remarked and noted that this year alone more than 4,000 people from the Russian Federation have already applied for asylum. Strasser introduced a proposed Solution in which refugee camps for Chechens would be established in Ukraine, much like those the German minister ofthe interior, Otto Schily, had proposed for North Africa. The idea of a so-called pilot project in Ukraine was also discussed when the EU minister ofthe interior met with the EU minister of justice in Scheveningen in the Netherlands in early October. According to Strasser, a reception camp near the country of origin of the refugees would have the advantage that it would be established within the "cultural circle" ofthe refugees. Moreover, it was easier to return these people to their countries of origin across these shorter distances. However, the proposal does not seem to please all the countries that border on Ukraine. For example, the Polish minister of the interior, Ryszard Kalisz, spoke out against the idea recently.



Marlin Kraft, Alle Tore schließen: Im ehemaligen Transitland Polen wird der Vorschlag diskutiert, Lager einzurichten, um tschetschenische Flüchtlinge 'aufzufangen', Jungleworld, no. 44, October 20, 2004



Refugees in custody told us that the food was poor; at noon it usually consisted of potatoes with water. Fruit and vegetables were rare. They said their children received no milk on Weekends and holidays. Clothing and shoes were not provided, even when they were urgently needed. Telephone calls were possible only for those who had their own money, as they received no pocket money. The poor conditions in the camp were currently the cause of a hunger strike in the camp. In response to our query to the camp's Commander, we are told that there are considerable financial difhculties for which he was not personally responsible. Barbara Eßer, Barbara Gladysch and Benita Suwelack, Die Situation tschetschenischer Asylbewerber und Flüchtlinge in Polen und Auswirkungen der EU-Verordnung Dublin II, January 2005, 8-10



Guidelines for Residents of Land Brandenburg's Initial Reception Faciiity Dear Resident, the employees of B.O.S.S. welcome you to the residential faciiity of Land Brandenburg's "Zentrale Ausländerbehörde" (Central Authority for Aliens) in Eisenhüttenstadt. Please respect the other residents in the faciiity from countries other than your own, including their religious and cultural customs. As a guest of our town, we would like to ask you to contribute to its clean image and thank you for disposing of waste in the Containers provided. Further, we ask that you observe the rules and regulations posted in all buildings and follow the Instructions given by the staff of the residential faciiity. B.O.S.S. Sicherheitsdienste und Service GmbH, Guidelines for Residents of Land Brandenburg's Inilial Reception Faciiity



includes a building for men and a building for women and families. The men's wing is in an unrenovated section of the former police barracks. The building is in poor condition and furnished in a makeshift way with wom-out, broken furniture. The building for women and families is a newer building in somewhat better condition. On each floor of both buildings there are common rooms with a television, kitchens, and toilets and washrooms. Additional facilities include the canteen, a gym, a table tennis room, and a prayer room. The open spaces are sparsely decorated with playthings and a neglected playing field. Most of the residents are transferred to other homes in the State of Brandenburg within a few weeks.



House Rules for the Eisenhüttenstadt Deportation Faciiity In accordance with a court decision, you find yourself in the deportation faciiity of the State of Brandenburg. The deportation faciiity belongs to the Central Immigration Authority for the State of Brandenburg. The personnel of the deportation faciiity is responsible for your safe accommodation and care until the completion of your deportation. Your questions about the reason for being placed in custody prior to deportation orthe preparation for deportation can only be answered by the immigration authority responsible for your case. These house rules should introduce you to the rules and procedures in this deportation faciiity and thus contribute to an orderly life together. [...]



In the Community center of the adjacent residential areas there is an independent counseling center run by the Diakonisches Werk, but not all of the refugees are aware of it. The Brandenburg Ministry of the Interior has proven resistant not only to long-standing demands that independent legal advice be offered on the site but also to press requests to view the site."



8. Outdoor Time Weather permitting, you will be permitted an hour outdoors daily. Appropriate balls are provided for the use of the playing field. If the weather changes, directives are not followed, or arguments break out, an outdoor stay can be ended immediately. The time of your outdoor stay will be communicated to you separately. Travel quickly to your free hour and end it promptly when requested to do so, so that other inmates can use the space for their free time after you.



In the year following Poland's joining the EU, numerous refugees were deported from the Eisenhüttenstadt deportation faciiity based on the Dublin II Convention. Yet this Convention explicitly offers the possibility that a state can voluntarily declare itself responsible for the asylum procedures of particular refugees. Austria, for example, has certainly made use of this so-called right to voluntary admission in the case of refugees from the war in Chechnya. In Germany, by contrast, representatives of the BAMF and the aliens authority have emphasized the ostensibly automatic nature of deportations under the Dublin Convention, using this argument to deny responsibility for the decision not even to consider asylum applications at all. Chechens are frequently detained in German deportation prisons immediately after they have filed their applications for asylum, for it is presumed that Germany is not responsible for the asylum procedure, particularly when the applicants were picked up near the German-Polish border. When it happens to families, the husband is usually held in custody in Eisenhüttenstadt like a hostage, while the wif e and children are housed in the initial reception faciiity while waiting to be deported. The experience many Chechen war refugees have had of being deported immediately from Germany and handed over to Polish authorities has, over the years, led to considerably fewer applications from this group. Clearly some have chosen other paths to flee, rather than submitting themselves unconditionally to the authorities and battling unsuccessfully for the right to asylum in Europe for which they hope. For there are gray zones even in the German system of asylum administration and the machinery of deportation, which presents itself as hemietically sealed. In May 2005 in Eisenhüttenstadt, a man sat in monthslong custody pending deportation for the fourth time, waiting relatively calmly for the application to have him re-admitted to his country of origin to be rejected for the fourth time, so that he would be released. According to independent observers, the deportation of undocumented immigrants from Vietnam is not necessarily pushed, because the authorities tacitly assume that they will find a way out through their own informal economic networks and will not avail themselves of the Services of the German State. These observations shed some light on the fact that even the forced sealing of European space by means of new technologies, laws, and the isolation of migrants in a camp System will always be a demonstration of power, alongside which certain latitudes will continue to be permitted, perceived, and fought over.



If for personal or health reasons you cannot or do not wish to participate in your free hour, your will be locked in the detention room for the period. It is not possible to use only part of the free hour. Take advantage of your outdoor stay daily in the interest of your own health. Zentrale Ausländerbehörde für Asylbewerber des Landes Brandenburg, 2001
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